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The traditional parasol has emerged as a latest fashion accessory. What is even better is that it
provides great protection to the worst enemy that can hamper the beauty of your skin â€“ sunlight.
Usage of paper parasols has got a huge boom recently and they give a stylish method to enjoy even
amidst scorching sun in summers.  It is gaining a lot of popularity especially among females who
have found the paper parasols really handy in preserving their appearance and at the same time
make them look stylish and classy.

With so many wide varieties of paper parasols available in the market, it is difficult not to pamper
yourself with the little wonders. Browse through the Internet and you are sure to get what you want
with regards to style and statement. Just imagine carrying a matching colored parasol with your
trendy summer dress and high heel shoes. Anybody who will pass by you will appreciate you for
your great style sense. However, it is important to remember that not just any parasol will look good
with your dress. For instance, a plain black parasol may not look good with your colorful dress, but
they will look good with your classic black gown.

While paper parasols are good as a style statement and to protect your skin from harmful sun rays,
the more defensive parasols are made from different materials. You can find parasols made of
cotton, plastic, silk and many others. If you are looking for a cheap, multi-purpose parasol that can
safeguard you against both sun and rain, plastic parasols should be your choice. They are
economical and at the same time are extremely durable for everyday use. Some women love to
carry plastic parasols that are beautified with laces and colorful patterns while some others just want
to keep it simple so that it matches with everything.

Parasols made of silk are usually expensive as compared to other types of parasols. They feature
fragile paintings and intricate hand work. They are ideal to use for spotting an elegant and classy
look. In some parts of the world, wooden parasols are also used by women. These wooden parasols
generally have a paper woven to them showcasing flowers reflecting a feminine appeal from the girl
using it.

Parasols represent a wonderful blend of style and usefulness. Their stylish look and the usefulness
in defense of skin make them a must have for any women stepping out of house in the sunshine,
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